Autonomous Customer 2015:
On hold for Intelligent Customer Service
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Getting to grips with Autonomous Customers
For the past five years, BT and Avaya’s
Autonomous Customer research has guided
senior decision-makers in developing successful
customer contact strategies. Whether by phone,
email, internet self-service, web-chat, social
media or video conferencing the Autonomous
Customer reveals what the public really want from
the organisations they deal with.
Autonomous Customers are so called because they spurn
automatic brand loyalty, looking instead to family, friends
and online users unknown to them to support their
purchasing decisions. Super-charged by access to online
information, they research and investigate buying decisions
like never before. They use self-service to stay in control,
are less loyal to organisations, and more difficult to engage.
The challenge for organisations in 2015 is to reconnect with
these people.
Now, we have renewed and extended our research into the
Autonomous Customer to give, for the first time, a global
perspective. Based on the views of 5,500 respondents across
Belgium, China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Singapore, Spain,
United Arab Emirates (UAE), the UK and the USA, this paper
outlines the key trends in consumer behaviour in 2015*.

The findings reveal a number of key opportunities for
organisations to re-engage with Autonomous Customers,
rebuilding trust and ultimately creating more profitable
relationships:
• Make it easy: This is a top priority – Autonomous Customers
are busy people who put a lot of effort into dealing with
organisations, but they buy more from those that make it
easier
• Fragvergence creates more opportunities for customer
engagement: Consumers continue to use more and more
channels and media, bringing new options for customer
engagement
• The need for Omni-channel is spiralling: Adding
functionality will make the customer journey easier, reduce
high buyer drop-out and improve engagement
• Self-service only attractive if supported: Consumers like
self-service, but when it goes wrong they want live help,
there and then
• Tap into the growing popularity of video culture: As
video becomes a regular part of daily life, there is
growing interest in video-chat for customer service
and engagement
• More consumers (one in four) are choosing social media
for service: Consumers want more customer service
through social media and less marketing
• Find new solutions for phone security: Publicity around
ID&V and card payment security means new solutions are
needed to drive engagement
• Going forward – Intelligent Customer Service:
Organisations are looking to rebuild customer engagement,
how can Intelligent Customer Service assist?

* Unless stated, all data in this report is the total for all 10 countries.
The research, data and views in this report have been prepared in good faith but BT, Avaya and Davies Hickman Partners do not accept responsibility for any actions
or otherwise taken by those acting on the recommendations, advice and content contained in this report.
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1. Make it easy – the top priority
Busy Autonomous Customers put a lot of effort
into dealing with organisations, but they buy more
from those that make it easier
Across the UK and USA, the number of people who say
convenience is more important than price is up by 30
per cent – not surprising when globally, 62 per cent of
consumers say they find dealing with customer service issues
exhausting. Somewhat shockingly, 13 per cent say they
regularly get first contact resolution.
With three in four consumers saying they constantly research
products to buy online, it’s not surprising that almost all say
it should be easier to contact organisations by phone, webchat and email.
How would making it easy benefit organisations? Globally,
consumers say they buy more from organisations that make
it easier for them. A huge 90 per cent of consumers in China
agreed with this statement, with almost as many in India,
UAE, the USA, Singapore and Indonesia.

Buy more from organisations that make it easier

90% 84% 83% 82% 81%
China

India

UAE

USA

Singapore

79% 73% 72% 68% 50%

Indonesia

UK

Belgium Germany

62%
Find dealing with customer service
issues exhausting

3 in 4
Constantly research products to
buy online

55%
Put a lot of effort into safeguarding
their consumer rights

Spain

Just 13%
Regularly experience ﬁrst contact
resolution for customer service
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2. Fragvergence creates more opportunities for
customer engagement
With consumers using more devices in more ways,
there are new options for customer engagement
The number of consumers using devices that have
connectivity has grown exponentially. Fragvergence
describes the phenonomen where consumers use a
fragmented range of channels, but expect data to converge
and be available across these media.

Use 2 to 3 times a week or more...
Personal email

91%

Facebook

68%

SMS

68%

Apps on Smartphone

65%

Things change quickly. Back in 2010 there was no
WhatsApp, but today, 52 per cent of respondents use it
two to three times a week or more. Facebook retains its
dominance in social media, but Instagram, Snapchat, Tumblr
and Pinterest now have millions of users worldwide, and one
in four respondents use Twitter. While Google Plus has fallen
away in some markets, overall, the trend of fragvergence
continues, with consumers using more and more devices and
platforms.

Websites on smartphone

64%

WhatsApp

52%

Websites on tablet

46%

Computer Games

44%

Apps on tablet

44%

Technology used in the last 6 months

Webchat / MSN / GoogleTalk etc.

42%

Since the Autonomous Customer research began in 2010,
the smartphone and tablet have gone from minority
penetration to ubiquity. Wi-Fi hotspots in public places
are now common, as is access to 4G networks. The result is
that globally, one in five respondents use super-fast mobile
networks, with one in three connecting via fibre broadband.
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This presents organisations with a challenge – to ‘go where
the consumer is’ for sales as well as customer service
opportunities. And with more occasions to use text-based
interactions, the nature of customer service has begun to
shift in little more than a few years.

Home PC/Laptop

79%

Mobile Banking

39%

Home broadband

73%

Google +

31%

Android smartphone

59%

Location based apps

Wi-Fi in shops

50%

29%

Fibre broadband

33%

Twitter

29%

Android tablet

33%

Skype / Facetime / Hangout

26%

iPhone

27%

Instagram

20%

iPad

27%

Smart TV

27%

LinkedIn

17%

4G

21%

Pinterest

11%

Phone voice recognition

16%

Snapchat

10%

Other smartphone

13%

Tumblr

8%

Blackberry smartphone

11%

Other tablet

11%

Vine

7%

3. The need for Omni-Channel is spiralling
Adding functionality will make the customer
journey easier, reduce high buyer drop-out and
improving engagement
A key insight from the 2010 Autonomous Customer
research was the need to offer different channels to meet
consumer needs. The 2015 data make clear that omnichannel is more in demand than ever, rather than being
replaced by communication through one device or platform.
Omni-channel differs from multi-channel: it goes beyond
using different channels to deliver a seamless experience
regardless of mode of contact.
Omni-channel now means much more to consumers than
just adding online self-service and email to phone service.
As the trend of fragvergence continues and people use more
connected devices, a whole new array of omni-channel
options has emerged. But they are based around one theme
– ease of switching between channels, whereby people can
start an interaction through an app but then use messaging
or tweeting to speak on the phone to the advisor handling
their query or complaint. These options are not just ‘nice to
haves’ – they would really add value to consumers who:
• are increasingly time-pressured
• want less stress and effort
• expect that organisations will continually improve
their service.

Omni-channel meets a primary need of global consumers,
which is to seamlessly change how they contact
organisations depending on their situation – whether they
are at work, sitting at home watching TV, driving, cooking, in
meetings or on a train. In 2015, there is an enormous range
of occasions and channels through which consumers might
want to contact an organisation.
For organisations, this means improving the customer
journey and doing more than just offering alternative
channels: four in five say advisors should be instantly familiar
with their details across all channels.

I change how I contact organisations depending
on the situation
69%

Belgium

68%

India

67%

Singapore

66%

Indonesia

64%

China
Spain

63%

UAE

63%
60%

Germany

Would like organisations to offer the following...
E-mail same call centre agent

90%

USA 2015

Voice biometrics for ID&V

73%

USA 2013

Apps with web chat, messaging

71%

USA 2011

Visual IVR options on smartphone

67%

Social media service to phone call

63%

UK 2015

Switch from web chat to phone

62%

UK 2013

Share my screen with an agent

62%

UK 2011

Skype calls to call centres

56%

Sales and service through Facebook

53%

Switch from web chat to video chat

50%

Secure tech. for payments by phone

49%

63%
59%
61%
63%
58%
55%
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4. Self-service is only attractive if supported
Consumers like self-service, but when it goes
wrong they want live help, there and then
More and more people are shopping and getting customer
service online. People know organisations are ready to let
them serve themselves, but not so ready to support them if
things go wrong. In fact, there has been a fall in the number
of people in the UK and USA agreeing that ‘self-service is
good as it puts me in control’, from 57% per cent in 2013 to
53% per cent in 2015.
When consumers do want supported self-service, they
have varied preferences about channel, depending on their
personal preferences and situation. On the most recent
occasion when they needed support, the number one
preference was for the phone (29 per cent), followed by
email (23 per cent), then web-chat (15 per cent). The value
consumers continue to attach to person-to-person help is
reflected in a growth in the number of UK respondents who
said they prefer phone support to FAQs (up from 54 per cent
two years ago to 62 per cent in 2015).

When you most recently had a problem with
self-service what type of support did you want?
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Phone

29%

Email

23%

Web Chat

15%

Social Media

10%

Video -Chat

9%

Organisations need to understand that consumers clearly
value being offered a range of channels through which they
can get help. Across all 10 markets, there was remarkable
consistency in the number of consumers – three in four –
saying there should be a phone number on every page of an
organisation’s website to facilitate supported self-service.
But consumers can also see that one type of support may
lead to them needing to use another channel. Consumers
may want to transfer from a tweet or Facebook post to a call
that gets them through to the same advisor (63% per cent).

There should be a phone number on every
website page

83% 81% 80% 78% 77%

Indonesia

India

Spain

China

Belgium

76% 76% 75% 75% 71%
USA

Germany

UK

UAE

Singapore

5. Tap into the growing popularity of video culture
As video becomes a regular part of daily life, there
is growing interest in video-chat for customer
service and engagement
There has been a remarkable increase in the amount of time
consumers spend every day looking at, or making, videos
across many of the 10 markets researched. One in three
consumers say they use YouTube to research a new product
or service instead of a traditional search engine. In just two
years, there has been a sharp rise in the number of people
watching videos to get information about products and
services – up by over 20 per cent in the UK and USA. When it
comes to communicating with colleagues, friends and family,
26 per cent are using FaceTime and Skype two to three times
a week or more.

Would like video- chat with organisations to
discuss queries and services
50%

UK 2015

36%

UK 2013

81% 78% 74% 72% 71%
India

China

Indonesia Singapore

UAE

57% 56% 52% 45% 40%
USA

Spain

UK

Germany Belgium

In practice, acting on this and enabling consumers to interact
with organisations by video-chat will require clever planning.
The etiquette of using video conferencing and video-chat
is as important as having the technology in place. Selfconsciousness is a strong trait: 71 per cent say they check
their appearance before a video call and 63 per cent brush
their hair. This suggests that organisations need to carefully
blueprint their video-chat application to ensure maximum
take-up by their customers.

50%

USA 2015
USA 2013

Would like video- chat to have a product
demonstrated by an agent

32%

Some 63 per cent of consumers say they want to use
video-chat to communicate with organisations. Linking this
to a purpose – such as showing the consumer a product or
process – is the most popular use. Eighty-one per cent of
Indian consumers and 78 per cent of Chinese consumers
would like the option of video-chat to have a product
demonstrated by an advisor.
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6. More consumers (1 in 4) are choosing social
media for service
Consumers want more customer service through
social media and less marketing
Web-chat aside, social media customer service has been the
fastest-growing customer contact channel in the past five
years. Today, 25 per cent of global consumers say they have
accessed customer service through social media and 15 per
cent say they have made a complaint.
People can post comments, compliments or complaints
directed at a brand as part of a status update, or directed to
followers or friends. Organisations have differing strategies
for how they respond. Some take a very active approach,
while others simply ignore comments. The research shows
that if consumers direct a comment at a brand, two in three
expect a response through the same platform. They don’t
want to be directed to the phone or to an online form, or
asked to Direct Message or Private Message their comment
instead.
The social media channel is becoming hugely important in
customer service. One in three consumers say that it’s the
best way to contact organisations in an urgent situation.
Across the markets surveyed, consumers in India, UAE and
Indonesia are most likely to say they would post a Facebook
customer service message in future. Also, 40 per cent of
German consumers say they would do the same.

Would post a facebook customer service
message to an organisation

88% 87% N/A 80% 74%
India

UAE

China

Indonesia Singapore

63% 57% 53% 48% 40%
Spain

USA

UK

Belgium Germany

70%
Expect response to social media
comment in 15 mins

35%
Would post a complaint on social
media and ask friends to post too

25%
Have had customer service by social
media (15% made complaint)

2 in 3
Want responses to social media
comments by same platform

1 in 3
Agree for an urgent issue or emergency
Twitter /Facebook is the best way to get
customer service
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7. Find new solutions that allay consumer fears
about phone security
Publicity around ID&V (identification and
verification) and card payment security means new
solutions are needed to increase engagement
For many consumers, the phone remains a preferred form
of communicating with organisations. But organisations
are missing out on sales (and trust) due to consumers’
growing concerns about security when transacting over the
phone – in fact, this was the biggest single change in the
Autonomous Customer research between 2011 and 2015.
And it is costing business money: one in two people (on
average) say they would buy more over the phone if payment
was secure. One in two also want technology to secure card
payments over the phone (with the advisor not able to see or
hear the account or card details).

How can organisations allay consumer concerns
and reassure them on phone security?
Given that 55 per cent already say ‘it takes too long to
identify me when I phone the call centre’, longer and more
complex ID&V processes are not the solution. Consumers
are looking for organisations to make it easy for them to get
through to someone, so extensive security processes will not
be welcomed. Across all 10 markets consumers expressed
great enthusiasm for voice biometrics for ID&V, with three in
four saying they would like to see this technology in place.

Rising fears about security over the phone are most evident
in China, but it also turned out to be a big concern for
consumers in the UK, USA, Singapore and India.

One of the main benefits of addressing consumer concerns
around phone security would be higher sales volumes.
Consumers in Indonesia (70 per cent), China (69 per cent)
and India (68 per cent) stated they would buy more over
the phone if security was improved. This figure was much
lower in other countries though (21 per cent in Belgium and
Germany).

I worry about security over the phone

Buy more over the phone if payment is secure

China 2015
China 2012

81%

Indonesia

70%

China

52%

69%

India
India 2015

77%

India 2012

67%

Singapore 2015
Singapore 2012

77%
50%

UK 2015
UK 2011

USA 2011

UAE

57%

Spain

54%

Singapore

43%

USA

33%

UK

72%
51%

USA 2015

68%

28%

Belgium

21%

Germany

21%

69%
46%
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8. Going forward – Intelligent Customer Service
Organisations are looking to rebuild customer
engagement, how can Intelligent Customer Service
help?
Turning customer service into a valuable business diffentiator
requires responding to autonomous customers with omnichannel strategies to create seamless engagement.
An emerging concept that will take this strategy forward
is the Internet of Things. This is where everyday objects
are embedded with electronics, software and sensors, and
networked to enable greater value and service by exchanging
data with the manufacturer or operator of other connected
devices.
The role of sensors is integral, as they are constantly linked
to the internet, measuring processes, systems and machines,
highlighting problems that organisations can then fix
quickly and easily. Driverless cars from Google, learning
home thermostats from Nest and wearable technologies,
like the Apple Watch, which monitor physical activity are all
examples. The Internet of Things concept is the inspiration
for Intelligent Customer Service.
The Autonomous Customer research shows that consumers
are tiring of customer service and sales relationships with
organisations:
• 62 per cent find dealing with customer service issues
exhausting
• 55 per cent put a lot of effort into safeguarding their
consumer rights
• 30 per cent more UK and US consumers now say
convenience is more important than price.
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The difference between Intelligent Customer Service and
its antecedents (such as Proactive Service) is that it requires
organisations to do much more than simply notify consumers
of events (your bill needs paying, your parking meter needs
more money, your delivery will arrive after 2pm, etc).
Intelligent Customer Service means organisations make it
easy for customers, by:
• resolving issues before they arise
• anticipating problems that customers may not have
been aware of or have noticed
• changing how service is delivered, depending on the
customer’s context and situation
• supporting customers through the sales and service
interaction.
Autonomous Customers are waiting for organisations to give
them a more intelligent approach to customer service: ‘do
more for me, remember me, and listen to my feedback’. It
won’t be easy. Organisations will have to work harder to
reassure customers of privacy if they want them to provide
more information about themselves. But the end result
would be worth it, for greater customer engagement.

Continual improvement

Make it easy when I have to make contact

Contact me proactively

Autonomous
Customer Needs

Evidence

Intelligent Customer Service

Monitor my products
and services

62% ﬁnd dealing with
customer service issues
exhausting

Monitoring products and services - increasingly through Internet of
Things and sensor technology - can alert organisations that
customers need service

Understand my
preferences

44% might share their
Facebook proﬁle to get better
service

Accessing and analysing customers' personal information with
permission (eg social media proﬁle) can help anticipate their needs

Proactively contact
me where failure
occurs

65% are happy if
organisations make contact
proactively, not to sell

Contacting customers through their chosen channel to notify them of
service issues can drive customer satisfaction

Be accessible

2 in 3 want customer service
open 24/7

Offering omni-channel choice to customers, together with long
opening hours, can reduce effort

Allow me to use a
range of contact
channels

82% say it should be easy to
contact organisations by all
channels

Allowing customers to change channels, for example switch from
a web chat interaction to a phone call or make contact by Skype,
can add value

Recognise me

4 in 5 say agents should be
instantly familiar with my
contact history

Using calling line identity (CLI), customer sign up to Visual IVR
and even GPS location to recognise the customer can help
agents make interactions more personal

Value my time and
money

70% want responses to social
media in 15 minutes

Focusing on speed of response by using social media and call analytics
to identify customer issues, can resolve problems quickly

Validate me

55% say it takes too long to
identify me

Using Voice Biometrics and seamless call transfer can create an easier
and faster customer interaction

Engage me,
understand my
context

63% would like to use video
chat

Providing customers with the opportunity to engage through
video-chat, or provide contextual information from GPS locations,
can build customer closeness

Be expert

61% say calls I make are more
complex, doing the simple
things online

Supporting advisors to be experts – who give the right answers – can
build great relationships with customers

Monitor my
experience, support
me online

71% like it when
organisations notice I have a
problem and help

Following customers as they move between channels - phone, App
or online - to provide support can create great experiences

Resolve my issue

Just 13% say they regularly
experience ﬁrst contact
resolution

Undertaking process failure analysis through studying calls and
contacts can help to improve ﬁrst contact resolution

Be trustworthy

2 in 3 are concerned about
data security over the phone

Reassuring customers about the security of their personal and
payments data can secure sales and relationships

Be transparent

Nearly 2 in 3 would like to see
their full customer data

Making as much personal and contact data available to customers
as possible, can build trust

Understand my
experience

61% agree the more
information I give the better
customer service I expect

Collecting customer feedback and using analytics can constantly
improve the customer experience

Learn from me

Only 1 in 2 say organisations
learn from their feedback

Using automated survey feedback, text and voice analytics can
drive process change and staff development
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How BT and Avaya can help you deal with the
Autonomous Customer
We understand how you might be planning to
change the experience offered to your customers
and we provide contact centre solutions that
enable you to meet the new challenges presented
by autonomous customers.
Wherever you are on your journey, we can take you to where
you want to be, at your own pace. Our proven capacity for
systems integration means we can work with your existing
contact centre investment. We enable a true omni-channel
experience which goes beyond offering different channels to
delivering a seamless experience across channels regardless
of the mode of contact. The rise in cloud services allows
us to offer innovative features such as business continuity
options, as well as fully scalable solutions, so you can flex up
and down to meet demand – to simply pay as you go.
If you want to improve a single area of customer
management, embrace opportunities offered by the latest
systems, or mitigate potential exposure to the unexpected,
we have the business understanding, the portfolio range,
the partners and the deployment expertise to help you make
your contact centre a greater success.
For more information contact your BT Account Manager, visit
one of our global showcases to see the solutions in action, or
visit bt.com for more information.

The telecommunications services described in this
publication are subject to availability and may be
modiﬁed from time to time. Services and equipment
are provided subject to British Telecommunications plc’s
respective standard conditions of contract. Nothing in
this publication forms any part of any contract.
© British Telecommunications plc 2015
Registered office: 81 Newgate Street, London EC1A 7AJ
Registered in England No: 1800000
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